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  “Fro� �h� fi���s �o ���r ��at�,
  We d����er ��� t��e ��s��.”

Naysha serves you the finest quality of basmati rice. Every little grain of 

Naysha Basmati is rich in flavor and aroma. Endowed with the goodness of 

authentic taste, Naysha Basmati gives a royal touch to your meals. From 

procuring to processing, all our products undergo strict quality control 

ensuring delivery of exquisite products to our customers. Naysha Basmati Rice 

is hygienically packed in attractive and durable packaging and is made 

available to you at best prices.

About us
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Our Distributors :

“When we work together, we grow together”

* We aim at empowering our distributors by providing:

1. Wide Range of Products under one roof
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We endeavor and ensure that every bit we produce to serve the appetite 
of people should be pure and authentic With Naysha Basmati Rice, you are 
assured of -
 

2. Varied Price Segments to choose from.

3. Eye-catching and easy to handle Packaging.

Available Sizes

4. At Resonable rates. 

5. Consistent quality and regular supply throughout the year.

6. Social Media Brand Visibility through Facebook advertising and campaigns.

Our Consumers 

Hygienically packed products

Unique AromaFinest Quality Authentic Taste Best Price

Convenient consumer packings

25kg, 10 kg,   5kg,    1kg

Available Sizes

25kg, 10kg,   5kg,    1kg
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It is one of the premium quality rice offerings from White Hill Agro Products.

This long-grained aromatic basmati rice when layered with assorted flavors 

turns every Biryani meal into a royal delicacy. 

* Blessed with the world’s longest 1121Basmati Rice grain.

* Unique Flavor. 

* Best partner of your BIRYANI.

* Fluffy appearance.

* Non –Sticky.

Nay��� Pl��i��mNay��� Pl��i��m

RceBasmati

1121

 8.35mm 

Pla����m
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Nay��� D�am���  Nay��� D�am���   

Di�m���

RceBasmati
1121

 8.20mm 

Naysha Diamond Basmati Rice is a perfect fit for your everyday meals. 

On cooking, it results is an irresistible serving that delights everyone heart 

through its appearance and taste.

* 1121 Basmati Rice grain. 

* Best partner of your Special Daily Meals.

* Fluffy appearance.
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Nay��� G�l�Nay��� G�l�

Gol�

R eBasmati

 7.80mm 

c

It is characterized by the long, soft and slender nature of its lustrous 

grains. Naysha Gold Basmati Rice is apt for anything from simple 

Peas Pulav to exotic, Persian recipes.

* 1401  PUSA Basmati Rice grain. 

* Best Suited for Pulav, Fried Rice or Jeera Rice.

* Fluffy appearance
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Nay��� S�l�e�Nay��� S�l�e�

Sil���

RceBasmati
1121

 7.00mm 

An perfect choice to relish everyday rice dishes, Naysha Everyday

Basmati Rice comes with a smooth, slender grain texture, with variation

in the length. 

* Next to the head grain of 1121 Basmati Rice.

* Price friendly
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Nay��� Br���eNay��� Br���e

Bro���

R eBasmati

1121

 6.25mm 

c

From the basket of pure Basmati broken, Naysha Select is specially

processed for daily cooking across a multitude of regular dishes.

*  Pure Broken of 1121 Basmati Rice.

*  Economical Range.
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Nay��� T�ba�Nay��� T�ba�

Tib��

RceBasmati
1121

 5.25mm 

* 3/4th of the Full Grain Basmati Rice.

* Filled With Authentic Flavors.

Carefully selected and processed this 3/4th of full length basmati grain ,

of Naysha Tibar Basmati Rice gifted with all the features of our Naysha’s

Platinum Range.
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Nay��� D�ba�Nay��� D�ba�

Dub��

R eBasmati

1121

 4.60mm 

c

*  1/2th of the full grain Basmati Rice.

*  Economical Range.

Entacted with the goodness of basmati, Naysha Dubar is half of the full 

basmati grain. Grace your daily meals with this economically priced 

segment of Naysha Basmati and give them a special touch.
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Nay��� M�ni �����Nay��� M�ni �����

Min� 
Dub��

RceBasmati
1121

 4.10mm 

* Affordable price

* Pure broken of Basmai Rice grain.

Naysha Mini Dubar ,short length basmati promises the authentic taste and

fragrance of basmati, at a price that fits into every budget!.
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Nay��� M�g�aNay��� M�g�a

Mog��

R eBasmati

1121

 3.60mm 

c

* Budget-friendly

* Pure broken of Basmai Rice grain.

* 1/4th of the full of grain Basmati Rice. 

th
Naysha Mogra is the part of pure basmati rice grain. It is 1/4  of the full 

grain basmati. It is specially created to put the best combination of 

taste, quality and price together.
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Nay��� M�ni �����Nay��� M�ni �����

Min� 
Mog��

RceBasmati
1121

3.00mm 

* Pocket-friendly

* Pure broken of Basmai Rice grain

* Perfect for Rice and Khichdi

Suitable for all foods with a smooth texture and goodness of authentic 

Basmati. It is the budget friendly economy rice.
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As per the demand of market the unique blends of rice has been

specially developed for usage in special rice dishes like “Biryani, 

Pulao And Jeera Rice.” 

Per���t�� Ble���d R���ePer���t�� Ble���d R���e

* Adorable taste 

* Full grain

* Budget range 

* Best suited where Rice is consumed 

  on regular basis like Restaurants, Hotels, Corporate Caterers etc.  
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 Befoh retg  Cn oeL o . kg inv gA  

 7.50mm 

Pop����

efo B rh et  g Cn oe oL k. ig n

v g

A   

 7.00mm 

Eve��d��

efo Bh rt eg  Cn oe oL . kig nv gA   

 7.20mm 

Sel���



LETS UNLOCK 
THE FRAGRANCE

Heat oil in a large pot over medium heat until it shimmers. Cook 

onion and curry leaves, stirring occasionally, until onion is dark 

brown, 12 to 15 minutes. Add tomato and cook, stirring 

occasionally, until softened, 3 to 5 minutes. Meanwhile, soak rice 

in water to cover for 10 minutes. Drain well. Add beans, carrots, 

peas, potato, chile powder, and salt to onion mixture. Cook, 

stirring occasionally, 2 minutes. Stir in drained rice and water and 

bring to a boil. Reduce heat to low and cook, covered, until 

water is absorbed, about 30 minutes. Stir in cilantro and let stand, 

covered, 10 minutes before serving.
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 Basamati Rice

EAT
 LIVEHEALTHY

Pla����m

All The
Goodness Of 

Good Rice
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